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The Basics. In some games byeing tiles from the stock is allowed. In this case, a player draws the number of
tiles he is permitted to take according to the rules of that game, adding them to the tiles he is holding in his
hand. Once the player has drawn a tile he is able to play, he plays that domino.
The Basics - Domino Rules
These rules assume you are using a double-12 or double-9 set. (For a faster game with 2 to 4 players, use a
double-9 set, or remove the 36 tiles with 10 or more pips from a double-12 set.) Object of the Game. Be the
first to play all of your dominoes, or at least as many high-point dominoes as possible, in each round.
Mexican Train Rules
Our Official Hastings Chicken Foot Domino Game Rules. Chicken Foot is played in rounds, one round for
each double domino in the set. We normally play with 4 players using double-nines or 6 players using
double-twelve The object of the game is to have the lowest score at the end of the last round.
Our Official Hastings Chicken Foot Domino Game Rules
Accommodates up to 14 Players. Despite its name, Mexican Train Dominoes, also known simply as Trains,
is primarily played in the United States. A very popular domino game, it can be played with anywhere from
two to 14 players, so no matter how big or small your family, everyone can participate. Here are the complete
rules for this fun game.
Complete Rules to Mexican Train Dominoes
Double-Six Dominoes Rules Help File Double Six Dominoes follows the rules known as "Muggins" or "The
Five Game." Muggins is played with a double six set of dominoes by two (or more) players.
Double-Six Dominoes Rules - boltbait.com
Rules for Dominoes. Following are the rules for the two most commonly played games in the West - the
"standard" or "block" game and the "draw" game. The instructions describe the games played with the
standard or "double-six" domino set comprising 28 tiles, but the games can be played with a double-nine or a
double-twelve set.
Domino Rules - Masters Games
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Chickenfoot Domino Rules How To Play Chickenfoot Dominoes Chickenfoot Dominoes , sometimes called
"Chickie Dominos", is a fascinating domino game which was inspired by Betty and Louis Howsley .
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